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'Celebration in Black' to last throughout February 
By Ealer s. Wadlington III The Pl.anning Committee has Mo~day,, Feb. 12, Art Exhibit in Aliv~" starring Kim. & Reggie at 3 
The Xavier Newswire worked smce early November on the Umvers1ty Center, Ice/Gold/ p.m. m Kelley Auditorium. 
February is Black History month, 
the month we focus on contributions 
Afro-Americans have made to this ' 
country and the world. 
The observance first began as a 
week-long event. In 1926, Negro 
History Week was created by the late 
Carter G. Woodson, also known as 
the Father of Black History. 
In 1975, J. Rupert Picott, then 
executive director of the association 
for the Study of Afro-American Life 
and History, proposed the idea to 
expand to whai is now a month-long 
observance. 
The Black Student Association's 
theme is "Celebration in Black." The 
theme was chosen to express the 
different ways of celebrating Black 
Histo Month. 
eve~ts for this month. Mich~el Green/Black dress out. Tuesday, Feb. 20, SAC presents 
Dame!, a sophomore committee Tuesday, Feb. 13, Art Exhibit in Comedian A.J. Jamal in the 
member said,_ "Our goal is to educate the University Center. Soul Food Down Under at 9 p.m. 
the student bOdy_on the achievements Night in the Main Dining Hall. SAC Thursday, Feb. 22, Movie Night in 
of Blacks." However, Daniel wants presents harpist Harvey Griffin, 8 the Main Dining Hall at 9 p.m. 
the stu,?,ents t? know that the obser- p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. Friday, Feb. 23, Greek Stepshow & 
vance 1s not JUSt for Blacks, but the Wednesday, Feb.14, art exhibit in Party in the Armory from 9 p.m. to 2 
whole student body." the University Center. Jumpstart a.m. 
Black History Month activities featuring Progression. . Saturday, Feb. 24, Black Students 
opened Thursday, Feb. 1, with a cere- Thursday, Feb. 15, art exhibit in Career Day in the Terrace Room, 
m~n~ on the Mall. The Rev. Albert J. the University Center. Movie Night sponsored by Minority Affair/CP&P; 
D1Uho, S.J., de?icat~d and raised the in the Main Dining Hall at 9 p.m. Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Annual 
Black Flag, which will fly for the Friday, Feb. 16, art exhibit in the Scholarship; Mardi Gras at Hartwell 
duration of the month. University Center. Antonio Johnson Country Club. 
Scholarship Banquet at the Phoenix, Sunday, Feb. 25, Church service at 
6:30 p.m. First Baptist - Kennedy Heights. 
Saturday, Feb. 17, Black Mixer at · Transportation leaves at 10:15 a.m. 
Faces. Fashion Show Extravaganza in the 
Sunday, Feb. 18, church service at Main Dining Hall at 7:30 p.m. 
Southern Baptist. Transportation- Closing Day Service at Bellarmine 
leaves at 10:30 a.m. "The Dream Chapel. 
room for science 
I 
photo by Michele Sulka 
Construction workers start work between Logan Hall and the University Center 
on the Science Buildin~ to be completed in the fall of 1991 
Drug Awareness Week 
provides opportunities 
By Kathy Oshel 
7:00 p.m.,today. 
The Xavier Newswire 
ews ................... pages 2, 3, 4 Stre·ssed out? 
Around the nation there is an 
increasing awareness of the dangers 
of drugs. Politicians, movie stars and 
rock stars are all joining in the fight 
against drugs. This week at Xavier, 
students are providing programs to 
help ~he campus ~ome more aware 
of drugs. 
Another program for the week is a 
live telecast from WVX.U on "Over 
the Counter: Under the Table" drugs. 
There will be a live studio audience 
that will have the opportunity to 
participate in the debate. Those 
scheduled to be on the panel are Dr. 
Arthur Schriberg, vice president for 
Student Development, Dan Quinn, 
probation officer, and Sue Cassidy, 
member of the American Civil 
Liberties Union. Schriberg anq 
Cassidy will be arguing for the 
legalization of drugs, while Quinn 
will be arguing against the issue. 
erspectives ........... pages 6, 7 
ports .............. pages 9, 10, 11 
iversions ... pages 12, 13, 14 
alendar ..................... page 15 
We may 
have some 
answers! 
- see stories, 
page3 
This year, the planning board is 
being chaired by Kelli Dillon. This is 
the first year that a student has been 
chair of the board. 
One of the programs planned for 
the week is a discussion with Dr. 
David Fabery, director of the Holistic 
Health Center. The discussion, 
entitled "Homepathic Medicine: The 
Non-Prescription Alternative," is a 
lecture on an inside look at healing 
without drugs, and will take place at 
This event will take place at 11 :00 
p.m., today. 
"Our stride is to primarily educate 
and encourage students to make their 
own choice aoout drugs," said ·· 
Dillon, 'We also wanted to give 
creative opportunites for this process 
to take place." 
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Culture experiment growing· 
Bv Lisa Harshman · " 
Tfie Xavier Newswire 
Xavier students are now 
being given the opportunity 
to develop a greater under-
standing and appreciation of. 
different cultures through the 
"Five-On~Five" Cultural 
Experience program. In the 
program, black and white 
students spend one week 
with a partner of a different 
racial background to examine 
their racial attitudes .. , 
Two sessions are currently 
being offerred: Feb.12-19 or 
March 19-26. 
The "Five-On-Five" · · 
· Cultural Experience is co-
sponsored by Xavier's Office 
of Minority Affairs and 
Programs in Peace and 
Justice. This is the second 
year that this program has 
been available to students. 
The participating students 
will s~lld a week together -
doing activities that am . ..r.elatiyely new, the focus of ·. 
s.tuctured to ope_n lin~s of the sp(msors has been to elicit· 
communication. Activites student and faculty interest. · 
include both group and Jones expressed that sirice it 
partner activities, most of is so new in its development 
which can be fitted into the and the rewards are un-
students' daily routine. known, some·students might 
Debra Jones; director of be afraid to take the risk of 
the Minority Affairs Office, becoming involved. 
developed the program to The Office of Minority 
bring black and white Affairs and Programs in 
stukdents together. Jones . Peace and Justice are plan-
saids, "There is a distance ning to produce a video on 
between the two groups that. the "Five-On-Five" Cultural· 
needs to be br:idged in order · Experience .. The video will, . 
to disolve feelings ofaliena- include conversations with 
tion on campus." and reactions from the .. 
The results of the program students that have part1c1~ 
have been, so far, what was ··'pated: It· will serve as a 
hoped for, according to Jones. training mechanism for · · 
"The students that have ·· facilitators;-and also as a way 
participated·have found out to encourage more students 
that race isn't the end all. · to participate in the program~ . 
They've learned to look at Students interested in . 
people as people and realize participating in"Five-On~ 
that differences are okay, and Five" can register by calling 
that they really do get along." Debra Jones, 74~-3181 or 
. Since the l'~ogra~is' ~-.. ·.. MiM~ C:ham,~r1~.111?~5-3Q46 .. 
. . . . . :· 
Information Table 
All Day FebrUary 13 
Universlty·Cent~r Lobby· 
"Let It Begin H•re" ·Peace Corps flim 
· February) 3 at l p.m. ···. · . .. . 
. ·university Center- Regis ~ex,m 
".1. . 
:~ciii.te: Mr. James f; Kelly ·· 
: Age: 50 ;ii -·· .· · . · · 
. Birthplace: Cfodnnati;_Ohio 
. ·: ·.: Occµpatfon: Direct~r of Student. 
Financial Aid · . . . . : . .· . 
: .Education: a.s.<t964)aridM.s. 
(1966>'.in .Education and MBA (l 974) · .
. from.Xavier · ·. · . · . . . · · 
·. :·::!1A~J1y: ·~-~.~!!clreri.!_~iX~rce~.' en~. 
gaged·. : · · . : : . · .. · 
: .... 
< ·}-lobbies: :photography;:~aseball ... 
ca'rds>reading periodicals/gardening 
·.First Job: full-time' Elder High SChool · · 
substitute teacher · : ' .. · · .· . · 
.. Jf I couldn~t do wh,at I'm doing now, 
I'd lil_<e to: work in some :type of aca~ 
.· demic advising high school or college 
level · ·. · ··· < . 
' ' 'Life. has taught me: you have to ' 
.. work for what you want' ' . · .. 
· .· FavoriteTVshow: Roseanne 
:: Favorite Movie:· Witness · 
. ·Most important trait in a person: 
honesty . . · -: · 
I'm ·a sucker.for: tears . 
· ..•.. Bes.t thirig a.)) out Xa\iier: students, 
'factiltyand staff: all people here . . . 
. : : ,:· . ':Wo~st thing aboutXav.ier: foo much 
·.>woi:k ·:· .. ···· · _·. · · · ··· .. ·.,. · · .· 
· · ·. If.I had to do.it over,l'd:' would not 
:,:::have gone tothese,mii1aryout of the ' 
· · . eighth grade , .. ' ·· ... · .. · .. ·... .. . . . ·· .. ·· ·. 
· : ln.h.igh sc}tool/pe.op}e thought th'.'l: 
· . I:· \.\Ta~ a good studerit and. interested in 
spqrts' :::: . ·.· .. : :' · . . ·. ·. 
: . ·If.I were goiµg to· a cle.5-e1'.fislaitd,T 
.'w~~ldJake.:~i*~e~:.an'encyclopedia · · 
and the Bible' < · · ... ,.' ;· ... ·' · :.:~y:f~theralways.fold.~e: t~ treat. 
pebplefairly . ·· ... · ,: -~" : : · . . . 
· M:firiother •tlways told me: to · · 
:follo.\Yt~.e goldenruleofbeinga good 
C.hrist_i<m and treat people as you'd like 
·them to treat you / . . ·. _.·. · · . 
·. ·.·Perfect everiing:._to go out; have a 
_- gOO,d. meal, go to a basketball game and·· 
haveXU beat UC at the last buzzer ... . 
' '' ~erfoct vacation:. go sor-teplace near 
the ocean and have a lot of time for ·· 
relaxing and reading · . · . . .. 
If lwere an automobile; I'd be: a 
·. Cadillac Stretch qmo · ... 
. : . "'_:· 
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CP&P.Offershelpful hints to job hunters 
possible in order to be able to certain deadline." . . . aren't going to graduate . ·I have already received 
. By Crys~ina Kow~lczyk . bid on interviews. Waiting -What about students ~ntil August approach the some job offers, but the job I 
Thf! Xav1erNewsunr:e · · until April or May, while it is who can't decide between JOb search? really want hasn't contacted 
not the end of.the world, has higher·education and "Most jobs are contingent me yet. What are my op-
Seniors facing the job already eliminated them entering the job market? upon receiving a degree. lions? 
market for the first time ·· from a lot ofopporti.mities. "We advise that they Employers understand that "If you are receiving offers 
should consult Career Many companies start their register with CP&P and go· everyone doesn't graduate in you are most likely a good 
Planning and Placement. . searc.h in September and through the interview · May. Most companies have candidate. You can buy time 
· Stephanie Bates, director October.and have made their process. Then, if they get two training sessions, one in from employers. Before you 
of. CP&P, was candid in her . decisions by May. We have. . accepted to graduate school the summer and one in the decide on a job, come into 
response to a few questiqns . ·.· •. ~already sent out a closed · they can come back to us and fall. If August graduates CP&P and talk to a counsel-
that may be posed by~~.J')i_ors, ... < _resµme listirigJor ~me. we can take them off our.·. . . want to start their job search . lor. There are many factors 
-What can seniors who · . corporatiori'_s referal list. The lists. If they keep all of their now, they can. If they choose · students neglect to look for 
have waited till the last. -~ •··. . students can still interview options open, the level of not to, we keep them on file w.hen deciding upon the 
·minute hope to expect from,, c\;with these-con1panies, but pressure on them, to get and they can do an intensi- right company to work for. 
a spring job se_arch?:;• :·. ~.· ·· · :: ·; ':;·~heywillhave to bid .for' these ·:accepted; ~ill be significantly · fied search in the fall." · "Juniors s~~uld start 
"We advise.thatthey : interviEiw.s>1'hereferal lists·. -reduced.". - · . -What about the seniors considering where they want 
register with us as soon as . - had' to be sent out by a · · ·.How should seniors who who decide to walk across to work as early as possible. 
Europe, or take off for the The best jobs are available 
· ·'Leave· me alone/' 
.··Senior Cathy Suhling and junior Mark Thrun are 
. drowning in a sea.of boo/cs but are attempting to dig 
themselves out through endless hours of studying. 
By Crystina Kowalczyk . 
The Xavier Newswire _ 
.· to carry around a rock, thats 
chained fo our leg, called 
negative selfimage. We have 
a tendency not to like our- . 
"Sometimes I go to bed so selves .. " 
-exhausted all I want to do is When people are up 
sleep, and sometimes I lie against a wall they tend to 
awake all night worrying think the "mask" or the 
about the future," said senior person they. pretend to be 
Beth Wellinghoff. will be knocked away. "We 
Stress is your body's re- think life is a stage and we 
sponse to anything that have to play the part. In an 
threatens, pressures, or puts interview we tend to think 
a strain on you. For seniors that people will see behind 
approaching the last days of our mask and not like the 
their college experience, real person. This is a prob-
. stress is a fact of life. After lem that cuts across all men · 
three years of college it and· women." .This problem 
would seem that stress · arises_during tiines of pres-·. 
would not be a new experi- sure and isoften a. product of 
ence, but a.ny transition that low self esteem:· Orie tip to . 
we make often causes stress. combat this is to take an· _ 
Seniors, of course,.are .not' the. : ih~en_tory of o'tir qualities. · 
· only ones feeling the pressure . Ofte-n seniors don't see. 
but they do,l)ave lllany stress. themselves as "eniployable." 
related activities facing them CP&P su·ggests that seniors 
in a short perlod of time. research the company they 
Some of the transition many:· want to work for and match 
seniors are making are: . . . _ ·.,up their qualities to those the 
student to employee, married· 'company is looking for.· 
to single, civilian to military,. "Convince yourself that the 
and from college to graduate .. comp.any sho,uldwant you." 
·work: All of the5e changes ·· · .. ·By the time of the inter-
are newfor many students; .view, the.applicant's self· 
· When asked to give advice esteem should: be at a level 
to"stressed out" seniors, Fr. where they feel that it would 
Gene Carmichael of the be "worthwhile for. the 
Health and Counselling company to hire me. It is not 
Center had some tips for a mask or a lie but simply 
students .. He said/'I think as claiming ownership for the 
human beings,all of ustehd good qualities we have." 
Seniors that feet.the balance· 
of thefrfuture relies upon 
ot?"tainfrig the: perfect position 
after_<ollege, or hirlges upon 
getting excepted to a certain 
graduate sch()Ol; should put 
things into perspective. "If 
your whole life lay in the 
balance. o( these next few 
months then you would only 
be normal to lie awake 
worrying all night. Some-
times it is a good idea to sit 
down and decide what is the 
absolute best and worst thing 
that can happen. You may 
. come fo realize you can deal 
with either possibility." 
. Stress is often. times 
pairifol; but it can beJooked. 
upon by seniors as a final 
learning experience. "Stress 
is partof the spflrk that.. ·. · 
makes life. interesting and 
challenging. Stress motivates 
us to do new things, to 
accomplish our work, and 
achieve our goals. If there is 
such a thing as life without 
stres·s (there's not), it would 
beverydull," Chel Avery. 
· Stress is not specifically a 
senior problem. Inthe 
college enviorment students. 
face the 0 tinknown" every 
day and fear can tend to 
make people less objective; 
Everyone hastheie own 
tecniques for dealing with 
pressure that can only be 
tested by taking a risk. 
summer? early in the senior year. 
"We advise them to inter- Some steps a junior, or any 
view now. It would be much. underclassman, can take 
more relaxing to go to· , involve obtaining work 
Europe knowing you have a related experience, getting 
job waiting for you when you involved in campus activities, 
get back. If they decide not maintaining a competitive 
to interview now, we will G.P.A. and deciding which 
worl;< with them when they companies interest them. 
return. They are not the only CP_&P has a program called 
students that decide to do The Time Table for Success. --
this and, as a rule, employers It could save students from 
unde'rstand. If the employers much of the stress associated 
. want ou, the wiJl wai.t." with senior year.'' 
TheCen~r~}rust Company, NA;·inCi~cinri~i(has 
·. . d(eer opportunilies available for qualified college . . 
graduates. Central Trust is the lead bank of the Central 
Bancorporation and affiliate of PN"c Financial Corp,_ the 
thirteenth largest bank holding company in the nation; 
Career paths for college graduat£'S at Central Trust 
. . include, but are not limited, to Branch · 
'Management,Commerdal Lending, and Trust. Once 
hired, the college graduate receives on·the·job training 
related to his or her particular career aspir.itions as well 
as a comprehensive overview of all banking functions. 
The Central Trust Company will be interviewing at 
Xavier University on February 28, 19'Xl. Please visit · 
your placement office for additional details. 
~COLLEGE TOURS 
·· .• •. . . prwsents 
~pring. Break 
CA.JYCUN 
I ~~~~~TS .FROM'·· $439 
PRICE INCLUDES:• Olsc~unlcouponsgood for com· 
• Hotel translers to and tram the pllmantary drinks, and special 
airport · deals at local restaurants and 
• Roundlrip airfare to Cancun. establishments. 
• Lodging (4 per room) in a 3 or 4 • Exclusive parties at Cancun's 
. star hotel. HOITESTnlghl clubs. 
• Best Ian contests tor guys and girls. 
• Private cocktail parties - FREE! • Special mld·week l·hour 10 star party 
• Exclusive COLLEGE TOURS with FREE drinks and food, 
Cancun Spring Break T·Shirt. • Co·ed tournaments and beach event~ .. 
CONTACT: 
Laura - 281-1388 Courtney - 751-8407 
or.1-800-395-4896 
THIS TRIP WILL SELL OUT II· Ea:!:: 
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Monday, Feb. 12 
at 4:30 all 
Newswire News 
stat f reporters· 
meeting 
MAJOR IN CAREER 
succ~ 1HROUGH 
AIR FORCE ROTC. 
Whether you're majoring 
in a highly specialized area or 
seeking a broader liberal arts educa-
tion, you can build a higher level of total 
career potential: Join Air Force ROTC. 
That one step distinguishes you above all others 
· in your field. It shows that you 're serious about cultl- · 
vatlng greater long-term opportunities. It gives you the -
chance to develop leadership skills that will serve :. 
throughout your life. Call 
TULANE AFROfC 
504-865-5394 
Leadership Excellence Starts Here 
·YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE.···.· 
BUT ONJ.Y IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH. 
Anny ROTC offers qlialilied studen1s IW<>-
year and lhree·year scholar•hips that pay 
(or luition and required educational fees 
and provide an ollowance for textbooks 
and supplies. · 
You'll also receive up to a SIOOO grant 
each school year tho scholarship is in elloct. 
So find out today ii you qualify. 
m 
ARMYROTc 
m SMARTEST COWGE 
COUISE IOU CAN TAKE. 
· FOR MORE lNFORMATfON CALL 
CAPTAIN ROYER AT 
745-3646 
Department quests recognition 
13y Molly Sullivan 
The Xavier Nwswire 
Many of the nursing 
students feel the nursing de-
partment is one of Xavier's 
least acknowledged colleges 
on campus because they are 
not thought of as an active 
part of campus. 
In an attempt to remedy 
the·situation; the current 
senior class is getting in-
volved. Their current efforts 
include establishing a 
Nursing Club, as well as an 
Alumni Association for the 
program's graduates. . 
The students are counting 
on the funds provided by the 
university to organize the 
club. Also, the department 
hopes to receive more 
·-
financal aid for its students. 
Within the department, 
which has one of the largest 
faculty at Xavier, are two 
separate programs. The 
combined effort enrollment is 
170 students. The Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing (BSN) 
degree eompletion program is 
for those students who have . 
achieved the status of Regis-
tered Nurse (RN), while the 
Associate of Science in 
Nursing (ASN) degree is a 
t~o year program which will 
qualify its graduate as RN's. 
There are 110 non-traditional · 
students in the BSN compfo:.' 
tion program and 40 in the 
ASN program, as well as 20 
. full-time traditional students. 
The prevailing sentiment 
within the department is that 
the majority of non-traditional 
students miss out on services 
and financial aid provided 
for traditional students." This 
problem arises from the fact 
that 95% of BSN and 60% of 
· ASN students work either 
full-time or part-time, and do 
not qualify for aid. However, 
the same students are usually 
in their late 20's and have 
many financial responsibili-
ties in addition to tuition; 
The nursing department 
would like to be able to offer 
more aid. 
On Feb.13 at Cohen 
Center the Air Force is giving 
- a'diriner for those students in 
the BSN completion pro-
.· gram. The event will allow 
the Air Force to present the 
opportunities for the nurses 
who graduatewith a bache-
lor degree to enlist as officers. 
. -· 
-·--- ----The College Consortium. for International 
Studies is composed ol ~.170 American Colleges 
and Universities:. ·About 1400 students· partici-
pated in cc1s programs in .1988-89. ·· 
STUDY IN IRE.LAND 
Spring 1.990 .. , 
St. Patrick's College 
Maynooth, Ireland 
University of. Limerick 
Limerick, Ireland 
• Liberal Arts Program 
'.•30 StudentMaximum 
·~· 3:-o-·G.P.A Required · ··· 
·•·.Business Prog~am Option 
. . • l.~t~r~atiQnal .. ~Ndent \(ill age 
•.3.0 G;P.A Required 
•,, . '.',--
SPONSORING COU.EGES 
·Keene State· College, ·NH 
Mohegan Community College 
or: w1111am:Spoff~rd 
Study Abroad ·· · 
308Warner Hall 
University.of Wisconsin 
Platteville, Wt 53816 
(608) 342-1726 
Other CCIS·Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden, 
Germany, Portugal, Greece;. Israel, Spain, France, Cyprus, 
Mexico, Ecuador, Colombia, China · 
X··u·· ...•...• · .. e:p·: ··r·· ·1·.,..,.,.:e····· ···.··re·· .. ··~···k'' ··.··.·. a·>·· '1:1·~> ·· ·· · ·. u · .••Qane.~~··.:M~"~t18····--····.·.~··o·.··· .. •·· 
$.6.39· per per;so.n · 
This sold-out trip available 
only from 
PIER 'n l!(fRT TAAVEL 
321-3221 
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- II JGl llolr HWI . . · ·,. · 
· Travel back In time and place at the Art 
Museum, as you look down at some of 
the most stunningly beautiful .mosaics· 
In the world. "Carthage:. A Mosaic or. 
Ancient 'l\rnlsia'' will take you back to 
ancient ·run1s1a. then called Carthage. 
The exhibition features 17 huge noor 
mosaics, all installed•at noor:level; and· 
\;iewed from a se~ies oFraised \Vaik~ .·· .. 
ways that give visitors ttie exciting 
vantage point or an archaeological dig .. 
l~xquisitc and fascinating je\\•elry and 
artifacts arc dlsplayedas well: all of IL 
combining io put you In a str11ngc .. -ml 
wonderful place - Carthage 20 centu-
ries ago. February "Ith through April 
8th. with an additional ·admission 
charge for non-membe.rs. 
Black Hlstorv Month. · 
I>· Sunday, February 4Lh .. 
2pm -Ailbobola f)abolku . 
and the dance company, 
Odi1chlala; presei1ts 
authentic ;\frlcan · · 
ceremonial dai1ces.. . · 
I> Wednesday. February 7th;· 
7pm-Ac1111aetta Wiiiiams. 
master corlteinporary glass · 
,artist, Will Speak oi1 - 11~ru~ffr -: 
her work. . . 
I> Wertnesday. February 14th, .. 
7 :30pm - Roy Slebef.assoclate direc-
tor of the.Natlona1Mllseuri1 of African 
Art. Washlrigtoi1. D.C .. will lecture on 
"t\rt In African We." 
'I> \Vednesday, February 21st; 
7 :30pm - Barry Gaither. director or the 
Museum or the National Center of Afro-
-• 
.. 
• • 
- . · . .- ... ··-, .- . : ,···:, ' 
Amerlcan:Artists In · 
··Boston. wUl.preserit a 
lecture erititled "I. · 
1bo. Sing America.~· · 
!>·February Public 
Tours lnclude"Art of 
Africa'', '.'The African 
1nntience~:: ~~out or: _ .. 
Africa", "The African~ 
American in t\rl'.' and 
"African-American 
Arlists'' .. All pro-
grams arc opci1 to 
'the public with no·rce 
tJcyond the regular 
Museum admission. 
• • 
. ' . '.~.· 
Call 721~5204 for information. 
·Discover. nen more 
about Carlbage. · 
• 
.·Special activities relatcrl 
t.o the Carthage exhibition 
Include simulated archae-
ological excavations f'or . 
children. curricula for 
te1ichers. and i111 Inter-
. national symposium of 
scholars. For ~oinplete 
Information call the · 
Departmenl of Museum 
Education at 721-5204. 
. ' 
Cincinnati 
AH-: Museum· 
· Art'sFun ·Art's Smart ·Art's1kre 
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• • 
• 
• • 
Illustrated 
.Lecture. 
• 
Ida Stiolchi, inter-
nationally known 
Japanese nrllsl, 
will speak ahout his 
work in the current 
Museum exhibition. 
"Innovation and 
Tradition: 20th-
Century ,lapanese 
prints from lhc 
llowardand 
Caroline Porter 
Collection." Wed-
. nesday; February .. 
· ·28th at7.:30 p.m .. 
·1t1r1~1if ~Jrriu\Utu6:!1'~ lilJ.~.t.) lP1 •l~t 
~11)ftt1MJl.-!\'l4~""1eklu1rrn1r 
B.riJ\IMlfl~ 
· Art's Hours, Fee, and Phone. 
Hours: 'l\Jes., Thurs .. FrL. Sat: 
..10am-5pm: Wed. 10am-9pni: 
Sun. 1-5prn. Admission: Adults $3: 
College students $2: Seniors $1.50: 
Free to children under age 18: Free 
to everyone on Saturdays: Free to 
ri1embers at all.limes. 
Phone: 721-5204. 
: Fi;~;·~;;~;~·;;;;~;;~:: ............... i : 
j 111e Ci11ci1111ali tlrt Museum is mosl ~ 
j g1'ateful to ils newest Co17>0rate ~ 
·' j Par111ers for provi1/ing viWI ongoing ~ • 
j operalio11c1/ SllfJf>Ol'l: ~ 
· $. ~lerrlll l.~llt'h ~ · 
~ II CeA·/r P:1rt1Wr j 
• : · ~11'1111er t:1mNlructl1m Co. ~ • 
~ · Cor{HJrall· P11r1ner : 
• ~. f'or mun• lnfomwllcm atio111 tiecu111111g .1 Corpor,11<• ~ • 
! 11artm•r. couwrt till' Oenl/opnwlll Otnq• i21-5204. : 
. : ~ 
. '··~·································~·······························: . 
• 
. .. , ' 
• 
. .. ~ 
1111111rnrr11l a1/m/ss/11ns for /he pr/re 11f onr 111/h /his ad. (Jlfrr c.tplrcs f'ehruary 28/h. 
• .. • • •. • . . . • • 
.. • • • • • • • 
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Sexism 
The most recent 'Xavier 
fashion' hits some very 
sensitive nerves · 
Freedom of speech allows for the opportunity to 
express one's self in an acceptable and lawful manner. 
However, the way one chooses to excercise this valuable 
. right is often abused or misused in such a way that others 
are hurt, humiliated, or offended by words or actions. 
We're concerned with the printing of a spccifc T-shirt 
by a selected group of students here at Xavier University. 
The very school that until 1970 didn't even allow women 
to attend has students proclaiming the "Top 15 Reasons 
Why Beer is Better Than Xavier University Women." 
The front of th,e shirt has the question, "What do you 
call a good looking Xavier University woman?" followed 
by the response "Non-existant!" (Notice that non-existent 
is spelled incorrectly). Beneath the answer is a silkscreen 
of a Musketeer holding a bottle (presumably of beer) 
while being chased by a pig. 
Hold the applause, please. The person responsible for 
making these shirts at Xavier doesn't deserve the credit 
for originally creating them; In fact; a recent issue of 
Glamour published an article titled, "Why beer is better 
than women." According to the article, the printing of the> 
same joke on 200 shirts at Tufts University caused a 
conflict "between protecting students from insult and 
limiting otJlers' free speech". Tn an attempt to resolve the 
problem, administrators at Tufts banned the shir.ts from 
classrooms and dormitory areas. Due to protests on both 
sides, the compromising ban was lifted and "no further 
action is contemplated." · 
The fact that these shirts were not crea.te.d by Xavier 
students is rather insignificant compared to what the 
shirts represent. Whether these shirts are worn or not, 
their mere existence denotes a sexist attitude at Xavier. 
These shirts represent ignorance, sexism, chauvi~isri1, 
and hopefully, only a small minority of students. . 
The equality of women has made tremendous progress 
since earning the right to vote in 1920 .. This is an act of . 
degradation, not only towards women, but towards the 
entire human race. Comparing women to anything, 
especially alcohol, is primitive pehavi,or and should be left 
far behind today's ethical standards. Xavier should be em-
barrassed by the regression that these humiliating T~shirts 
represent. . 
We suggest that these students find ariother way· to 
display their attitudes without being offensive, ignorant 
or degrading. It is p<>ssible1 thanks to the freedom of 
s ech. · 
The Xavier Newswire 
The Xavier Newswire is pub- :l\. T . ' . s·t ff 
lishedweeklythroughouttheschool . l'lewswtre . a 
year, except during vacation and 'Editor in chief_ Brian Sullivan 
exams, by the students of Xavier · 
University, 3800 Victory Parkway, General Manager - . KenfGeorge 
Cincinnati, Ohio45207. · · · Managing editor.- M.H. Clopton 
The st.atements and opinions of Business Manager - David 
The.Xavier Newswire are not neces- · Stubenrauch 
sarily those. ofthe student body, 
faculty or administration of Xavier. Office Manager - Maria· Lovell 
Statements and opinions of colum-
nists do not necessarily reflect those Newsedlfors-Kat.hyOshel, Mike Kelly 
of the editors. 
· SubscriEJtion rates are $l 5.001 Perspectives editor- Ken Hartlage 
year within the USA. Subscription .S~orts ~ditor:- . Mcghan Eitz 
inquiries should be directed to David D1vcrs10ns e.d1tor-. Molly Donnellon 
Stubenrauch, Business Manager Calendaredllor- Kerry Cronin 
(513-745-3561). Advertising inguir- ·Photography editor- · MicheleSulka 
ies should be directed to Kent 
George, General Manager(513-745- . Copy editor- Roseann Shaughnessy 
3561). · Layout editor- John Lovell 
Reprinting of articles or car- Assistant editors - Lena Ina,. Chris 
toons without tile permission of the Meyer, Tan vi Patel, Dce.na Calabrese, 
author and/or The Xavier Newswire is strictly prohibited. Chris Fuse', D.C. Wolff, Melanie Dawn 
Entered as third class matter at Brooks, Lance Weislak 
the U.S. Post Office under permit Adviser- Rosalind Florez 
number 1275. 
Xavier University is an academic community committed to equal opportunity 
for all persons regardless of age, sex, race, religion, handicap or national origin. 
~ 
CPS 
lllCWOkLI> J:'AAOUS 
Rr.F"ORM[R l>tCll>tS 
MAVBC~~£ STALIN 
WA~M'TSo. &Al> . 
AF'T£~ALL ... 
Xavier .success requires 
change of direction 
A wise man (a metal or .the Trustees, or whomever I hold the conviction 
polisher by the name of is ultimatelyresponsible for that the university must 
"Big Ed") once told me, "If fiscal planning is cashing.in now expand, and institute 
you want to know what's on Xavier's intangible assets some horizontal growth if 
happening fr1 the world, in order toraise revenues. . there is to be any hope of 
watch_ where the money L.e~'s face it,.Xavfor is a g6od .· slowing.the rash of cost 
. flows."· The advice is uriiversitywith a colorful · · increas~s we've experi-
. sound, but unfortunately, it · history, strong religic>us ·' cnced over the past few 
~took me four years of influence; an excellent years. Building more.dorm 
undergraduate study · basketball team and· an . space, more classroom 
before I realized just· where • overall favorable lc>eal space, admitting more 
the money was flowing, reputation. vya~ting only the students and hiring more 
· and subsequently what best for their.children, rich, professors are all parts of 
.. was happening at Xavier suburban parents will this horizontal expansion. 
University. · · ·. continue to send their kids to There are.advantages, 
: •·I have endured Xavier'.s. Xavier, no matter the.cost, internal and external, to a 
perennial tuition and fee with the hopes that a degree sli.ghtly larger campus, 
increases for my entire from Xavier will add a little. especially the ability to 
undergraduate career, something to an other~ise l'.aise revenues while 
. quietly grumbling as.the . . ave'rage studenf'.Xavier's keeping the individual cost 
. co~ts associated with my fiscii,l planners :ar.e sirnp~y to: the student lower. An 
attempt to get a quality utilizing tl')e derriarid of.a ideal example is Marquette 
education rose unchecked.. Xavier education to·their full University~ which accom-
Unlike most students. here,· 'economic :a~vantage .. You modates over 12,000 
my parental support was·. . can't blame anyone for doing .·students on a large down-
. not footing:the entire bill, that, i~'s the A~erican ~ay. to~n campus wf:lile .. :· 
so each increase was felt · · .·Well, as far as I'm' con·- keeping undergraduate . 
personally as another · 'ceniect; Xavier is an institu~ · tuition and university 
hassle in my educational· : Jfon.()fhigher~learrii,ngbefore · · qualit}' comparable to that 
pursuits. However, the. ' it is a business~ J criticize the · ofXav:ier's lev.el. And just 
total effect of the yearly.· ·, 'gro\\lth:patterri the university. ask the Rev .. Albert J.·. · 
increases was not appred~ . has adopted as being elitist. DiUlio, S.J. how much 
ated until the Rev. Albert J. Our fiscalplanners·seem to Marquette has grown over 
Di Ulio/ S.J .- announced·. the desire a· Xavier tha tgrows the .past 20 years .... 
latest schedule of fees·for . verticaUy; that is, keeps· The first sentence of the· 
the '90~'91 academic year. student population low, costs Xavier Mission Statement 
To sum up, my freshman high, and uses the extra reads, "Xavier's mission is 
year's tuition was $5,900; income to refurbish existing to educate." Ass.urning . 
next year'sfreshmeri will buildings and to.keep ... ···. that the Rev. Albert J. 
be hit with a $9,000 tutition existing professors happy. DiUJio,S.J~ would like to 
bill (a 34% increase); and with bigger paychecks. The .. educate as,many young 
there appears to be no end result is that )(avier's physi- people as practical, I 
in sightto the hyper- cal ·value increases, but certainly don't relish the 
inflation of Xavier's cost. . primarily in a~ upward thoughtof bright minds 
Perhaps "gouging" is direction and at the increased being tu med away because 
too harsh a term to use for expense ofa small student of the maintenance of an 
this rise in prices, but I · body, all under the principle elite image at Xavier. 
. can't help but feel that the of "maintaining a high:.: 
Rev. AlbertJ. DiUlio;S.J., qualityeducation.11 - Matthew]. Bykowski 
I. 
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Reflection on Socialist Experiment 
All of Europe is haunted by the took into consideration in the l 780's. when, across the ocean, Andrew survived under Hitler's National 
spectre of a failed e~periment, the . Th_ey recognized that Thomas More's Carnegie was raking in millions? Socialism if they were white, blond 
spectre of commums!11. In.the past .. Utopia was far off, if even approach- Apparently, Lenin only really and blue-eyed; Soviet totalitarian 
few months'. revol_utions, electi~ms able, so the fathers settled for John thought about that after the revolu- communism will last only as long as 
and economic uphe~vals h~ve fmally. Locke. People did not want to live to tion, so he didn't have many ready the public chooses not to think. 
usurp.ed Iron Curtam ~ommance. In understand, to find the truth, to love, solutions. All he could do was Many thinkers, however, do not 
the midst.of the headlmes,y~u ~)ay as the philosophers and thinkers imprison or kill the most vocal of the agree that those systems are what 
have asked yoursel~~ ''.Why did 1t take proved, so Locke decided to give opposition. Marx and Hegel desired. 
so long, and why did 1t happen them "life, liberty and the pursuit of But then, Lenin was getting on in No, Marx and Hegel desired a 
now?" . . property." Thomas Jefferson, years. So he hired his friend Stalin. collective will for the state and for 
. Econ~mk theories ~nd lower-~lass · slaveowner; kept "life" and "liberty," As if socialism needed to look any humanity, and though the means 
~deals aside, commumsm~or social~ · but changed "property" to "happi- more evil, more atheistic, more ugly, were not to be necessarily attractive, 
ism-should never ha.ve been put to ,ness," to make it look nicer. , , . Stalin tried very hard. A couple the ends would perhaps justify them. 
t~e t~st. ·If you take ~n.to acco1.1n! the .· .What Jefferson (and later, Madi- million people would swear that he All this, however, is still unproved 
high ideals of the ongmal soc1~hsts at son) .realized was what Marx and succeeded. Here was part two in the theory. As for now, the human spirit 
the turn of the.century, y~u win. Lenin ignored: give 'em what they communist mistake: never mess with remains largely unchanged - life, 
probably admitthat their mtentions . want and'they'll shut up. the people. There's more of them, · liberty and the pursuit of property, 
were quite honorable. The world just · . "No, no," Marx and Lenin must and one day they'll get you, ala but who's to say it's wrong? This is 
wasn't ready for then.'. · have thought to themselves, "life is Ceauchesqueue (sic). Machiavelli why the capitalist system works so 
Why not? The mam factor that rm~gh for the worker as well as the had said this several hundred years well, morality notwithstanding. 
folks l,ike Marx and Engels were .· . thinking man; If we take all the beforehand. Socialism has not been disproved, 
counting on was that human nature . money for the state, and redistribute From here on, there is blunder yet, because it has not yetbeen tried 
could somehow be changed for the it, and have the state own all the after blunder. Corruption. Economic according to the standards of the 
better, so that no one.would care businesses, the people will reach for mistakes. Afghanistan: Rulers with original thinkers. Every day, Western 
about money, property or power. . ·much higher goals. There will be a funny names. Poor education for the Europe does move toward aspects of 
You could .say that this world would common good for all." From the masses. No McDonald's. All in all, a socialism, in the fields of medicine, 
be sort of hke heaven for them .. But ·start, though, socialists and other situation that would have made education and other services. Per-
not for most other human beings. . radicals realized that revolution anyone sick and tired of it all. haps democratic socialism will never 
Humans, by nature (according to . would provide the only road to their So here we are-now, and with be tested, but it will be the subject of 
Machiavelli), live according to . ideal government of the people.· more international development in thinkers for quite a long period in 
passions, and most humans have What they did not realize is that the past few months than in the past the future. 
more passion for power, money and. . "the people" are not as noble as few deca.des. We're still far from the For the moment, the theory could 
fame than for global peace,_j~stice· -· .. ·suggested. After all1 what Russian end, but one thing is for sure-people work, but only on paper. 
and equality. · peasant ~antedto repair farm just cannot live up to socialism. It's 
That's what our founding fathers machinery for the glory of the state too hard. Sure, people could have - Phil Wodzinski 
BIC1ck history a tale. of glory and inequity Plan.s for the · 
.·: lrJllll .·· ~r!~~~l~}~:~r;b.. .rifi!·.~~!~~J::fE~ .· ·. ':rr'Jri0,ir:~~tlJ~~ed 
. · By William Cunion 
Newswire Columnist 
-Hey, wait! If you're 
white,Hispanic, Oriental, 
or whatever i pt ease don't 
skip this art'fo1e just because . 
it's about Blacks:· I know · 
you think that Blackhistory 
has nothing to do with you. 
· Well; you'.re wrong. OK, 
. · maybe.none of your ances-
. tors were slaves; rriaybe · 
···you think-MakolmX raps · 
for 2 Live.Crew; ·maybe 
- you've never heard of 
William C Handy; and 
maybeyou nevercared 
much for the ."Indestruc-
tible Beat' of Soviets." 
. That'salright,youdon't _; 
· have to be blackto appreci~­
,ate their magnificent -
history;.-·· · . · · . · · 
. . To many, slavery in our 
. country seems soancient . 
· that it's ahriost fictitious. · -
Ct's almost inconceivable,·· 
but it really happened. 
. Kunta Kinte was a real 
. man, and his life, like . 
millions of others, was 
literally stolen from him 
just because of the color of his 
skin. Slavery is the scar of · 
. ·American history, and by 
no means has it completely 
healed; · .· 
For nearly 100years. 
. following emancipation, 
-· black Americans stood . · 
pract1cedm1ustice; This . O"'.ens, George Washing- .·. · ·· .· · · . · . 
inequity._Jro_ in which every· - ton C_ arver;Thu_rgood. · · -Although the numberof By Mi_chelleSu_ lka 
o. n. e looked a_way,Dr. Mart_in Marshal, Bill C_ osby, proposed new trees is The Xavier Newswire f 
· Luther King corifronted and Booker T: Washington; impressive, the problem o 
-challenged, "Now is the time Jackie Robinson, Harriet increasing deforestation is 
to make real the promises of ·Tubman, Jesse Jackson; the This past week, 1 read an still with us and is not likely 
article which detailed one h b 
· · - · · list is virtually endless. But to disappear soon; T ea ove 
for every Black success . -highlight of t_he State of the mentioned article also stated 
phofo by Michele Sulka 
William CuniOn· 
. democracy." ·_, . 
The Civil Rights Move-
. ment ofthe 1960s is far more 
important than m~my Ameri"'-
cans seem to believe. It . 
.pushed this nation forward 
by forcing Americans to re-
examine their beliefs; and 
. strengthened democracy by 
. questioning the definition of 
· freedom:c. What Martin 
· Luther. Kingdid for America, 
. both black and white, and for 
, an. peoples everywhere is 
immeasurable~•. · 
Perhaps Black history is so 
inspiring because of the 
. ' " ,.,: 
story, there are a hundred ·union address recently that conservationalists felt-· 
Satchel Paiges and Nelson given by President Bush. It the plan would do little in 
stated that the President is f I b I · Mandelas who have been - · · itself to ight g ~ a warming 
denied justice only because of proposing to Congress a · · trends: We must also recall 
· the color of their skin. . plan to allocate 175 million · what scientists point to as 
. · I'm ashamed to admit dollars for a program of re- having started these. trends in 
that because I amnot black, forestation. The program the first place-pollution. It 
llon_g though.t that Black represents an effort by the would seem 'that steps to 
· Forest Service to add to the Id be history did not affect me. nation an estimated one reduce pollution wou a 
-How wrong I was. King · much more effective way to 
.·billion trees pe· r year for the h bl · 
·once pronounced "I can _ combat t is pro . ein. 
never be what I ought to be next ten years. Enclo5ed as Now that environmental 
until you are what you . ·· part of the budget to be issues are recieving increased 
oughtto be." Freedom. . submitted to,C:ongress on . attention in the media and in 
Equality. Ju_ stice; These . Monday, the plan is ex- Congress, the President is 
h · h h' d pected to cost nearly 2 · t · 11 · · t d 11 h . t ings ave not mg to o billion dollars over the na ura y gomg o o a e 
with being black or white - decade's time. The in- can to identify himself 
that's not what they're favorably. with them. I have 
about. Rather, they are creased tree coverage is no quarrel ·with the President 
about people and what i_t hoped to slow the effects of trying to establish an envi-
means to be a human being. global warming. ronmentally concerned image 
AbOve all, this was Dr. The plan sounds ambi- for himself. I only wish that 
King's ultimate lesson to tious-ten billion trees sounds he would seek to take actions 
the human race, butsadly, like it could make an awfully that are a little more substan-
it is often trampled beneath large forest-and important, tial then symbolic. There is 
the feet of ignorant preju- given the currentconcem for · obviously much wqrk that 
dice and senseless racism. global warming trends:_ The needs to be done, and 
This is why the scar has not President seems to be single- symbolicactions can not help 
yet been completely healed; hancjedly reversing the accomplish any of it .. The 
and it is why, 125 years Republican Party's tradi- latest plan is a refreshing 
after American slavery tional lack of enthusiasm for sign that their issues are at 
became a memory, black environmental issues. least being noticed, but I 
skin still .bars the prison of However, the plan is not certainly hope that it will 
injustice. nearly as significant as it only be the first of many 
might appear at first glance. steps taken to improve them. 
'Ifie Xavier 
'.fif!,wswire wi[[ · 
defiver your 'f/a[entine 
., 
, tliis ~e6ruary 
14 ... 
. . . 6ut we can't 
guarantee a 
. . rep[y! 
ftl{{ submissions subject 
to approvat. 
Thought 
I'd 
drop a 
line 
By David Stubenrauch 
The Xavier Newswire· 
DearCincinnati Bearcats, 
I'm sorry; So terribly 
sorry. I understand that the 
loss last week by the hands of 
our Musketeers was a little 
hard to swallow. Well, too 
bad. We had to live with the 
sour taste of you being city 
champs all last year. I also 
understand thatyou were a 
little bit mad about a certain 
call, one with 24 seconds left 
in overtime that helped us 
score the game winning 
ba~ket. All I have.to say to 
that is, "WAH!" Hey 'Cats, 
quit your: crying. It was a 
Metro conference referee so 
don't try and use that, "he 
v/asforXavier," line. Be- · 
sides,Jt<,Wa_sn'tthe only bad 
call that riight. The worst of 
the worst c<11ls, though, came 
not from the Gardens floor, 
rather froin the rafters, in the 
general direction of the UC 
student section .. 
As our cheerleaders took 
to the court during a time- · 
out, a round of jeers was 
heard. "Boor-ing, J?oor-ing .. 
. " Hey Bearcats, cut us some 
slack. I know our cheers are 
boring. I also know that 
some of our cheerleaders 
would seem better fit to play 
football than cheer for · 
basketball .. You.don't need to 
tell me. I'm embarrassed 
. enough by the existence of all 
40 or so of them. 
Finally, lowly Bearcats, 
remember one thing: We 
own the bragging rights for 
an entfre year. In case you 
need a. refresher course on 
that, here is reininder of 
some things you must now 
do. First, never walk in front 
of a Musketeer, whether 
student or alumni. You. 
should always walk two 
steps behind. Next, when-
ever possible, you should · 
offer to buy a Xavier student 
lunch, and mke sure you 
leave a good tip. Finally, 
upon passing the UC News-
Record. office in Tangeman 
Center, stop for a moment, 
stare at the.beautifulblue-. 
and-white pennant hanging 
in their window and remem-
ber, WE are the champions! 
See you next year. 
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The shots heard 'round Cincinnati 
Muskies earn bragging rights 
This year's "Crosstown 
Shootout" between Xavier 
University and the University 
of Cincinnati proved to be 
one of the most exciting 
games in the series' history. 
The Muskies were victorious 
· in overtime, 90-88. I11the first 
overtime match played by 
the two rivals, Xavier hung 
on to defeat the Bearcats and 
capture the cities braggin' 
rights for 1990. 
10,113 fans watched the 
biggest basketball game in 
Cincinnati. 
Photos by D.C Wolff and 
Violet Moss 
Muskies down Dayton to regain trophy 
By Steve Franchi 
The Xavier Newswire 
On Sat., Feb. 3, Xavier 
held off a tough and resilient 
Dayton Flyer basketball 
team, 88-81. Musketeer 
point guard Jamal Walker 
was named the game MVP 
and awarded the Blackbum/ 
McCafferty award. 
The Musketeers contrib-
uted to their own first half 
demise by committing 14 
turnovers in the· first twenty 
minutes of the game. The 
lead changed hands several 
times between the Muskies 
and the Flyers, with good 
shooting displayed by both 
teams. Dayton 
shot a robust 55.6% on 20 
of 
36 field goal attempts. U. 
D. guard Negele Knight hit a 
three-pointer with two 
seconds remaining 
on the clock to put the Flyers 
up 4440 at halftime~ . 
In the opening minutes of 
the seeond half, the Muskies 
put together a 6-0 run to go 
photo by Voilet Moss 
The Musketeer's captured theBlackburn/McCafferty Trophy 
for the fourth straight time last Saturday; ·· . 
up by two, 46-44: At that gressed, the Musketeer lead 
point, Negele Knight, the expanded to eight. "Def en-
·leading scorer for Dayton, . . sive intensity was a key to 
picked up his fourth foul. our turn-around in the-
Xavier Head Coach Pete second half," XU forward 
Gillen commented, "We were Michael Davenport ex-
very fortunate that Negele plained. 
got into foul trouble when Although XU gradually 
he did ." increased their lead by ten, 
As the second half pro- Dayton would not quit. 
Behind the terrific three-
point shooting of Norm 
Grevey, the MCC's leading 
three point artist at 49 %, UD 
cut the Xavier lead to six at 
77-71, and to 84-81 in the 
final minute. It wasn't 
enough, though, as clutch 
free-throw shooting in the 
final seconds by game MVP 
Walker, and Davenport 
closed out an 88-81 Muskie 
victory. 
Leading scorers for XU 
were center Derek Strong, 
who had 20 points and 12 
rebounds, Walker, who 
contributed 19 points and 
forward Tyrone Hill added 
16. 
Dayton was led in scoring 
by Grevey, who hit five 
three-pointers on his way to a 
game high 22 points, before a 
crowd of some 10,043 fans. 
The Musketeers, ranked 21 
in the AP Top 20, moved· to 
17-2 overall, and captured· 
sole possession of first place 
in the MCC with a 6-1 league 
mark. 
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TEAM MCCSTANDINGS OVERALLSTANDINGS :rn 
-- @l~~~ 
Xavier 6-1 17-2 Hi 
Evansville 5-2 13-10 ili~)! 
St. Louis 5-2 13-6 lJ 
Marquette 5-2 11-7 Ii] 
Dayton 4-3 11-8 M ~:: Loyola 2-6 5-14 % 1~~~ Detroit 1-6 11-12 d~ ~r: Butler 1-7 4-16 ·~,:~~ & 
standings as of 2/5/90 :lti 
396~7400 
3915 Montgomery · · · 
~--------------------- .. ~M • ' ' 
: One large Hawaiian Delight Pizza : 
l S1Q50 . p< l 
I Get one large 14" original pizza 'l*"''!fi"'. . I 
I with Ham, Pineapple and Double · I 
I Cheese for only $10.50. · . I · 
I Not valid with any other coupon or offer. Valid at participating locations I 
I 
only. Coupon required. Not valid on Domino's Pan Pizza. Sales tax I 
additional where applicable. Offer expires February 28, 1990. 
r------------------~--, 
1 One small Hawaiian DelightPizza 1 
1s7so ~ i 
I Get one 1 O" original pizza . .. . I 
I with Ham, Pineapple and I 
I Double Cheese for only $7.50. I 
I Not valid with any other coupon or offer. Valid at participating locations I 
only. Coupon required. Not valid on Domino's Pan Pizza. Sales tax I additio.nal where applicable. Offer expires February 28, 1990. I 
-----·- -·---- ----·--- -·-·- - -
HELP WANTED! 
©1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Delivery area limited to ensure 
sale driving. Valid at participating locations only. Sales tax additional where applicable• 
PART TIME ANO CAREER. OPPORTUNITIES NOW AVAILABLE I 
Nothin' slips past 'Alex the Kid' 
By M.G. Eitz 
The Xavier Newswire 
The sixth man on the 
Xavier basketball team often 
goes unnoticed. You've 
probably seen him on the 
court, considering he gets just 
as much time out there as 
Tyrone Hill, Derek Strong or 
Coach Pete Gillen ('with his 
recent technical call in the 
Dayton game). He works just 
as hard as any player on the 
team, contributing 110% 
effort every time. He's the 
kid with the towel, hanging 
out under the basket-literally. 
He's never scored a basket, or 
grabbed a rebound, but he's a 
major part of the Xavier 
Musketeers. Folks, if you 
don't know who I'm talking 
about, this key asset to the 
Xavier lineup is Alex 
Hopkins, "sweatswiper." 
You've seen him wipe, 
you've seen him slide, and 
you might be one of the lucky 
few to have seen hini dance. 
He's out there every home 
game with his bag full of 
towels and.his infamous 
moves. Now, for the first 
time ever, here's Alex's story; 
The Xavier Newswire takes 
tremendous pride in releas-
ing this exclusive interview, 
the first of many with future 
prime time performe_r,Alex 
Hopkins.... . . · .. · 
.~ ·•Alex's career started at the 
budding age of eight1 .. when 
he covered his first Xavier 
Musketeer basketball gaine. 
His father and personal . 
agent, Leroy Hopkins,. 
deserves the credit for 
originally getting Alex 
involved as a member of the 
''sweatswipers." Sin.ce then, 
10-year-old Alex ha~estab­
lished himself as a key 
member of the Musketeer 
family. One touchin·g ex-
ample is his brother~like 
relationship with Tyrone 
Hill. It began whenHill gave 
Alex a"'wri.s.tband after one of 
photo by D.C. Wolff 
Alex receives a few pointers from freshman Jamie Gladden. 
his first games as a "sweat-
swiper/' and the two have 
been close friends since .. The 
other players on the team 
also treat Alex like a "little 
brother." He visits them at 
home, has dinner with them 
and plays ball with them. 
· All of th,is may see.m 
oyerwhelming for a fourth-
grade~, l:mt Alex keeps his 
priorities in order.His 
. ciedieation to his job and the 
. team playinfluentialparts in 
.· his pr~sent and future plans. 
·.Currently attendingCinc:in-
. nati Academy of Physical 
Education (CAPE), Alex 
hopes to establish his colle-
giate care.er atTHE univer-
sity of Cincinnati, X~vier 
· University, or his seeond 
·. choice, the University of 
Michigan. . .... 
Who kriows~t.his energetic 
and dedicated yourigste,r may 
• •. 1• photo by D.C. Wolff 
· Alex·a~aiting the c~ll. 
follow in the footsteps of his '(arid offrthe court. So next 
idol;J:Yrq,ne,Hill; a.~~.·llecome . time you see him ~orking 
one ofXavier!selite'conti'ibu~ ·. imder thebasket,,tje sure to 
.. tors:: As far .. as I'm concerned,· .··give him a· hearty round of 
. Alex has al~ead·y e~ta.blished applatisefor a job~ell done. 
himself:asorieof the.most We're.behind you,·Alex! . 
·. respect,!l\)le'l'vtu.sketeer~ on Keep, up the good. work! 
Sugar-·'n' ·spice .iteat.ur.~1· 
. . . ··;;-,.-.,· .· ,•. 
GP Electronic Tax Filing 
Get your tax refund in less than 3 
' - : '- -: ·, ~ ~" 
OPEN EVERY DAY· 7 A.M~':·~:•.3· P.M.; 
Daily Luncheon specials 
lncluqing Vegf3tabl~s 
Minules horn Xavier University, Reasonable prices! 
242·3521 
· · · Week5·-
Sf5for1040 EZ Form 
. . Call fo'ran appointment 
.661-0753 
-·_._.·. 
. NEED MONEY FOR 
; SPRING BREAK? 
Evenings/Saturdays 
Temporary project early Feb.Uary tll April. Our 
client Is• lawncare companyrecently ldentilll'd 
as one of'the best In the country. We will be 
settling appointments for their technical cr<w as 
part of their spring marketing campaign. Hours: 
S:JS.9:00pm, Mon·Fri & Sat. i\M's, Convenient 
Queensgate locatlon,.SS.00/hr. 
COMMUNICATIONS ASSIS· 
. TANCECENTER,INC. 
CALL 241-0118 
'• 
Need P /Temployees for 
outside work. May lead in 
to F.T. Start at $5.00/hr. 
Ask for Mr. Redden 576-
1776. 
Lady Flyers ground Xavier 
By Lena Ina 
The Xavier Newswire 
What can be said about a· 
loss suffered by Xavier to 
Dayton? Disappointing, to 
say the least. Before the Lady 
Musketeers faced the Lady 
Flyers last Saturday, it ap-
peared that they were ready 
for the test. However, they 
experienced scoring droughts 
and poor rebounding as they 
lost, 73-61. 
Dayton took an early lead, 
but Xavier was able to come 
back with field goals of their 
own to tie and take a brief , 
lead .. 
Once Dayton took control 
of the game, they never 
looked back as the Lady 
Muskies went scoreless for 
long periods of time. Fresh-
man Monique Greene 
commented, "We weren't 
executing our offense well." 
Along with missed shots, 
they were also unable to pull 
down the offensive re-
bounds, of which Dayton 
was able to take advantage. 
They went on scoring runs 
both immediately before 
and after the half. 
Greene added, "Our 
defense was not as good as it 
should have been. Dayton 
capitalized on our missed : 
shots and scored after 
getting the rebound." 
The Lady Muskies had · 
trouble all afternoon scoring 
against the L~dy Flyers. . 
Copyright 1990. 
The Kroger Co. 
'MCCNOTES 
Compiled by Lena Ina 
The Xavier Newswire 
SWIMMING/DIVING 
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News from around the 
Midwestern Collegiate 
Conference 
The MCC ~wim~ing and Diving Chan1pionships will be 
held at the Umvers1ty of Notre Dame this weekend, Feb. 8-10. 
The defending champions in both the women's and men's 
competitions from Notre Dame, have proven difficult to 
dethrone. They have three individual champions returning. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Women's basketball players in the MCC this year have 
established a consistency of breaking old records and setting 
new ones. This week was no exception as Detroit senior · 
Cheryl Day set the MCC single-game rebounding record for 
all games with 25. Five days earlier, Evansville's Angie 
Carlisle had broken the previous record tallying 19 rebounds. 
This week's MCC statistics list Xavier's Kim Blanton first in 
. three-point shooting, with Loyola's Cindy Pruim a close 
second, while Notre.Dame's Lisa Kuhns dropped to fourth. 
ATTENTION 
:ALL CLUB 
"PRESIDENTS 
The new reg.is.tratioi;i ·· 
. f or111s are in. Pick . · 
thelll up in your 
inailbox in the Stu-
:_dent D~veloplll.ent 
office. 
Registration forills 
are due back by Feb-
ruary 16. 
ANY QUESTIONS 
CALLTHESGA 
CLUB COMMITTEE 
ATX-3560 
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The no-frills sound of Lenny Kravitz at WVXU 
By Greg Rickert 
The Xavier Newswire 
J'Lenny Kravitz? Oh yeah, 
he's Lisa Bonet's husba'nd." 
Well, yes he is. But don't 
leave it at that. Lenny 
Kravitz is also one of the 
most highly acclaimed 
performers to emerge in quite 
some time. 
Kravitz, who is 24 years-
old, grew up in the heart of 
New York City. He moved 
to Los Angeles when he was 
1 l because his mother had 
received a job there. 
While in L.A., Kravitz 
tooled around with a few 
pick-up bands in high school, 
but never really decided that 
he wanted to be a musician 
until after he grad·uated. 
Instead of going to college, 
Kravitz took the money that 
had been set aside for his 
college education and rented 
a room at A&M Studios for a 
few months. He learned a· lot · 
about music production and 
would sit in as a studio 
musician. "I'd play for free 
just so I could be in the 
studio." 
The experience in the 
studio proved valuable since 
he wrote, produced and 
played on his first release Let 
Love Rule. 
"I didn't have a record 
Lenny Kravitz Will be performing ~t WvX U on Friday; Feb. 9. 
deal when I did it. I had to 
do itthat way. I didn't have 
any money to pay people." 
A self-contained record is 
almost unmentionable in 
the present day high-tech 
· world of music. Kravitz, 
however, managed to avoid 
it because of his love for the 
simple no-frills sound of the 
late '60s and early 
'70s-which is the 
backbone of the 
entire album. 
"I don't want to 
use synthesizers. I 
don't like it, man. 
When I want to hear 
drums, I wantto 
hear drums." 
His devotion to 
simple production 
was one of the 
· reasons he has so 
much trouble scoring 
a record contract. He 
would take his music 
to a label and they 
would tellhiln it 
didn't sound "black 
enough." · 
The bare bones 
style iswhatmakes 
Kravitz's work so 
sincere, honest and, 
most of all, soulful. 
His musical style is 
inspired by the idols . · 
of his childhood, the 
.. monsters of R&Blike . 
· StevieWonder, Al 
Green and Curtis 
Mayfield. · 
From the first note 
to ~he last, Let Love . 
Rule oozes a warm feeling on 
to. the listener. The music is· 
heartfelt and sensunl and the 
lyrics are real. · 
"I write·songs about me, 
people 1 know, things I think 
about. I'm inspired by 
different things. I write 
differently all the time." 
Kravitz also admits that 
some of his inspiration comes 
from his wife. He wrote the 
whole album after meeting 
her and she even composed 
the lyrics for one of the 
songs, "Fear." 
So early in the new year, it 
is hard to. make a judgment; 
but many believe that Let 
Love Rule could already be 
considered one of the top 
albums of the year. The 
success of the album and the 
whole popularity thing has· 
been a total syrprise for 
Kravitz. · 
ur didn't expect anything 
[from the album], m,an; I put 
it out for people to hear." · 
With such low expecta-
tions, failure i~almost 
inevitable for Lenny Kravitz. 
Especially if he.keeps ma king 
the saine type of inspirational 
music as is found on his first 
release. 
Lenny Kravitz will perform 
live at the WV XU studios on 
Friday/Feb. 9, at midnight. 
. Tickets can bewon on Night-
waves heard every nightfrom 
midn('?hf ti/5 a:m. on 91.7 FM. 
The show will also be broadcast 
live on the WVXU Network. 
·p1ayhouse .. presents·. Pulitzer~winn·er Fellees · 
By Molly A. Donnellon 
The Xavier Newswire 
The Pulitzer Prize winning 
play Fences opened to Cincin-
nati audiences on Jan. 30, at 
The Playhouse in the Park. 
This play is a very appropri-
ate production for Black 
History Month since it 
depicts the struggles of a 
black family trying to over-
come their husband/father's 
problems with discrimina-
tion. 
PLAY REVIEW 
More specifically, it is 
about a man, Troy Maxson, 
who was once a star of an old 
Negro Baseball League. Now 
a garbage collector who is 
approaching the winter of his 
life, he begins questioning 
the past. He resents his son 
Cory, who is being recruited 
oy a college football team, 
and tries to dim the future of 
his son as it was dimmed for 
him in years past. Though 
' the attitude toward his race 
has since changed, Troy 
holds on to his failure and 
uses it as a weapon against 
his family and friends. 
Fences opened on Broad-
way in 1987 and in that year 
wonsix prestigious theatri~ 
cal awards; Cincinnati's 
portrayal meets up to the 
standards! 
Ted Ross (Troy Maxson) 
is a true theatre profes-
sional. This is his debut 
with the Playhouse, but he 
is not foreign to the stage. 
He has received aTony 
Award for his portrayal of 
the Cowardly Lion in the 
Broad way production of 
The Wiz. Originallyfrom 
Dayton, Ohio, Ross has 
stared in the films Arthur, 
Police Acadamy and several 
others; he has also appeared 
in episodes of Benson, The 
Cosby Show and Saturday · 
Night Live. Ross lights the 
fuse of the explosive charac-
. ter, Troy Maxson and the 
result is emotional entrap-
ment. He is phenomenal. 
Raynell (Gabrielle Dennis) and Cory (Monti Sharp) in a scene frori1 Fe~ces. 
Vickie Thomas as Troy's 
wife Rose is equally good. In 
the second act, her character 
suddendly comes alive and 
her acting at this point is un-
forgettable. Thomas is also 
making her Playhouse debut 
August Wilson, creator of 
Fences, deserves the most 
credit. This play is a master-
piece. While the first act sets 
the atmosphere for the 
characters and is somewhat 
comical, the second act is 
frightening as it touches 
everyone who has ever 
battled with their family and 
the generation before. 
.. · Fences will be performed 
through Feb. 25. Ticket 
prices are $14 - $25.50, a 
small price to pay for the 
experience of this dramatic 
play. 
Interns present one-act plays following Fences 
Playhouse in the Park 
treats you to a nightcap 
By Maria Lovell 
The Xavier Newswire 
Playhouse in the Park 
triumphed again with "The . 
Late Show," a series of one-
acts written by some of 
America's finest new play-
wrights and featuring the 
· Playhouse's very promising 
Intern Company. Following 
four different performances 
of "Fences" from Jan .. 31 to 
Feb. 4, this set of playlets 
offered a very interesting 
variety of subject matter and 
style. The three one-acts 
which were featured on the 
night that this reviewer 
attended were, "The Field" 
by Robert Spera, "Electric 
Roses" by David Howard, 
and /1 Ameriean Saint" by 
Adam Lefevre. 
Although I enjoyed each of 
the three, the first one-act I 
found to be particularly 
gripping, due to the intensity 
of the atmosphere created by 
the actors. As two soldiers in 
· · the midst of the Vietnam 
War, they struggle to keep 
their minds focused on 
survival by, ironically, 
telling each other jokes as 
they make their way across 
a' mine field. Even though 
the piece lasted for only 
fifteen minutes, I was able 
to imagine, with their help, 
a little bit of what the 
experience of Vietnam must 
have been like and the 
mindgames tormenting'the 
·men arid women who were 
there. 
PLAY REVIEW 
The short play by David 
Howard was my least 
favorite of the three, but 
was insightful despite its 
brevity. Like opening a 
book in the middle, l was at 
first a bit confused about 
the characters, but was.able 
to quickly piece together 
that the focus was, in fact, 
two lives falling into parts. 
A husband abuses his wife, 
and despite their love for 
eachother, finds that his 
actions irreparably severed the 
ties that they had. It was a sad 
look at a very real problem, 
seen through the eyes of three 
different individuals. 
"American Saint," by far the 
most amusing ofthe three 
pieces, was a welcome finish 
to the evening. A priest, on 
mission from Rome, wanders 
into a small town in Vermont, 
and mistakes a very unusual 
and insightful little girl for 
"The Virgin of the Valley". 
LeFevre asks the question, 
"what is a saint, really?" The 
audience is inclined to believe 
the little girl just might really 
be one. 
Three one-acts; three 
entirely different moods which 
complemented eachother well. 
I applaud intern actors Daniel 
Cantor, Scott Cummins, Greg 
Dolph, Martha M. Kelly and 
Andrew Miller for their fine 
characterizations, and Xavier 
grad Julie Driehaus, who was 
calling the cues as stage 
manager intern. "The Late 
Show" was an excellent 
nightcap. 
Lookingformore than 
, . sunburn 
an~~~~~~iJr~~~~ur · 
The D. C. Dive is a week long experience in our nation's capi-
tal which provides an opportunity to gain firsthand. exposure to 
human service arid public policy agencies in order to more fully. 
examine the world in which we live. The issues and experiences· 
will be explored in a faith context. We'll do sightseeing, too, and. 
you'll have free time to explore on your own. Leave Friday, 
March 2 and return Saturday; March 10. The cost is $150.00 per 
person, which includes transportation, lodging, and meals (ex-
cept for five meals out and personal expenses). Participation is 
·limited. Registration must be con1pleted, and fee paid by Feb. 9, 
and a one hour orientation session is required. For more inf or"' 
mation, please callMiMi Chamberlin, at 745-3046. 
Sponsored by: Programs in Peace and Justice 
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Show your.best. 
lace 
on 
Vale111i1e's 
Day! 
· ... ~th the Feelings Poster, Sweatshirt, Nightshirt, or T-Shirt, illustrated by 
nationally known cartoonist, Jim Borgman. (In three colors I. 
UP T,O . LI. Poster ................ $13.DD Plus Ohio sales tax and · 
1501 .·OFF' M nl f'olltr ............... s '4.25 handing. . 70 • ' SWulllllrt1u.L.n1 ...... $21.DD Offervaidund 
STUDENTSPECW. ~=:i.:t:ii.i::::::::::f~::: Feb.14, 1990 
. TO ORDER, CALL: 
1-513-793-0223 or toll free 1-800-448-9145 
~~E~TIVE~H~~py~~OCIATES, INC. • 8280 M~NTGOMERY RD. • CIN,, OH 45236 
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Riders saddl·e up for performance at Emery Theatre 
By Missy Baker 
The Xavier Newswire 
Riders in the Sky, \~ho 
made their debut appearance 
here last September, have re-
turned to the Emery Theatre. 
to start a new decade of radio 
history in Cincinnati, not to 
mention the record-breaking 
history for the Emery. 
Those madcap cowboys, 
the Springstecns of the Sage 
Brush, have moved the home 
b~sg ~of their year-old radio 
show to WVXU. They've set 
up their bunkhouse on the 
stage of the Emery so that all 
their buckaroos and buck-
arettes in the tri-state area 
can join them monthly for the 
live tapings of Riders Radio 
Theatre. 
For those interested, 
WCKY will have a prize 
drawing on Feb. 11. The 
winner will receive a limos-
ine escort on Feb. 14 to 
Crammer's Restaurant where 
a dinner for two will be 
served. Following dinner, 
the limo will take them to the 
Emery Theatre where they. 
will have box seats for Riders 
in the Sky. 
. . . 
Last week Riders taped 
four half-hour episodes 
which will be available for 
broadcast no later than April. 
The Riders will be riding 
back into .town at 8 p.m;, on 
Feb. 12, Swallens Night, Feb. 
14, WCKY Night, and once 
again on March 19-21. 
Because the shows on the 
12th and 14th will have 
sponsors to underwrite the 
cost, tickets on these two 
nights will be $4. Tickets, . 
available at Ticketron and . 
WVXU, forother perform- . 
ances are $5 for students and 
$7 for the eneral ublic. 
WVXU is asking that all 
season ticket holders, who 
choose not to attend a certain 
performance, return their 
tickets to the station. The 
tickets will be given to the 
Veterans Hospital, orphan-
ages, and other organiza-
tions. 
Riders in the Sky: Too Slim, R.anger Doug an~ Woody Paul 
~~whep lcall Mom, . 
she either wants · 
to talk art or football. 
Usµa}ly foq~Rc!ll~ . 
· . Go ahead, call her up and let 
.·.· her know the score. 
· A 10-minute coast-to-coast call, 
. dialed direct anytime, any clay with 
• Al&T, costs less than $3.00." And 
· ·. ·with fast connections and immecli-
. ate credit for "1·ongnumbers, hciw 
cru1 you miss? 
fur more information on 
· 'lff&T Long Distance Service, and 
products like the A70f Caffl, call 
I 800 525-7955, Ext. 100. 
•Add applic:1hlC 1:1xes and surch:irgt.•s. 
··~·ATaT 
. The right choice.· 
WIN A HAWAIIAN 
VACATION OR BIG 
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE 
UP TO $1,400 IN JUST 10 · 
DAYS!!! 
Objective: Fundraiser 
bommitmen t: Minimal 
'Money: Raise$ 1,400 
. bost: Zero investment 
·campus organizations, 
clubs, frats; sororities call 
OCMC: 1-800-932~0528/ . 
1-800-950-8472 ex·t:to 
j~~tt~~ 
Classes begin 
February 15. Call. 
821-2288 for information 
For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST 
0£.f~.campus 
Housing 
.•.Walkto 
Campus 
•Free 
Heat. 
•Cable 
•Parking . 
Oxford Apts. 
1005 DanaAve. 
Call .. Randy at 
281-8725 
or474-0449 
catendaii 
All announcements for 
the weekly calendar must 
be sent to Tiie Xavier 
Newswire office in the 
University Center by the 
Friday prior to·publication 
at 12 p.m. (noon). Please 
direct mail to Kerry Cronin, 
Calendar editor. Be sure to 
include name and phone 
number. 
February· 
7 Residence HalfCo~~ciL wm begin taking orders for Valentine's Day · 
candygrams in the the cafete- . 
ria lobby (11 a.m.-1 p.m.) and 
in individual residence hall 
lobbies (4:30 p.m.-6:30p.m.). 
Sales wiH also be held on Feb. 
8 and Feb. 12. 
7 CP&P is sponsoring a · Job Search Workshop at 1:30 p.m. in the Regis 
Room. · 
8 S.M.A.X. will be spon-soring a Valentine's I;>ay Flower sale from 11 :30 
a.m.-1:30 p.m. in the Main 
Dining Room and Grill. 
9 Registration and fee must be met today if planning to attend the 
Third Annual ''D.C. Dive" 
Cost is$150 induding trans~· 
portation, lodging and meals. 
Participation is limited. 
10 Bowl for.Kids will · be held today in Er-langer, KY from 
11a.m.-2p.m. For more 
information, call Sr. Marge 
English, OSF at University 
M!nistry 745-3567. 
·when Swing was 
·1 o King dance will be 
held tonight Univer-
sity _Center Main Dining 
· Room featuring the XU Big 
Band and the Alumni band. 
Tickets are $7.00 per person. 
Call 745-3454 for reserva-
tions. · · 
1. 1· · .. ·.Join S:M.A.X. f~r a · . short meeting irf the University Center 
Terrace Room at 7 p:m. 
followed by a night of 
bowling. 
12 S.M.A.X. will continue their 
· Valentine's Day 
Flower sale from 11 :30 a.m.-
1 :30 p.m. in the cafeteria. 
12 19 "~ive-On-F1ve" ·- Cultural Experience begins today. 
Spend a week developing a 
greater understanding and 
appreciation for different 
cultures and examining your 
racial attitudes. Call 745-
3046 or 745-3181 to register in 
advance. 
A Time for Women 
Every Wednesday, "Women 
iri Spirituality" will be spon-
Choose 
a 
life ... -. 
not 
just a 
career.. 
So many choices to make. So many 
things to consider. Is it worth the effort? 
Will I be happy? Will I be fulfilled? 
Fulfillment comes with doing what 
you love and doing it well ... Using your tal-
ents in an atmosph!!re where personal 
growth is encouraged. 
The Paulists can offer you ·a l/fe. A· 
life of commitment to people. Helping the 
lost and alienated find a spiritual home. Us-
ing radio, television, film and other contem· 
· porary means to spread the Gospel. 
Working with other Christians for unity and 
seeking a deeper understanding with other 
world religions. 
If you 're looking for llte ... not just a 
career, choose the Paulists. 
For more Information call 1-11~235-3456. 
' . 
Or write, Father John F. Dully, C.S.P., Paulis! Fathers Vocation Office 
415 West59th Street, New York, NY 10019 
soring a time for a woman to 
reflect and share stories from 
6-7 p.m. at the Loyola House. 
For more information call 
745-3567. 
"I'd Like to Thank the 
Academy" 
The Office of Student Activi-
ties is pleased to announce 
that nominations are now 
being accepted for the Silver 
and Gold X-Key Achieve-
_ ment Awards, and the 
Outstanding Adviser of the 
year Award. Informational 
brochures and nomination 
forms are available at the 
University Center Informa-
tion Desk, the Office of 
Student Activities, Finn 
Lodge, the Commuter 
Lounge and the Romero 
center. All nomination forms 
are due March 30 in the 
Office of Student Activities. 
The awards will be presented 
on April 22 at 7:30 in the 
Main Dining Room at the 
Outstanding Leadership 
Recognition Reception. All 
are welcome. 
Student Preview of 
'Fences' 
Come arid join Minority 
Affairs for a student preview 
of "Fen~es" Tu·esday, Feb.27, 
at the· Playhouse ~n th~.Park. _ 
The. performance begins at 10 
a.m. and the cost id $2.50. . . 
There \viii be no transporta-
tion provided. Tickets are on 
a first-come, first-serve basis. 
Contact Minority Affairs by 
Feb. 20at 745-3181 for details. 
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Scholarships for 
1990-91 
Applications for the Paul L. 
O'Connor, S.J., Scholarship 
and the Thomas G. Savage, 
S.J., Scholarships are being 
accepted at all academic 
departments. The O'Connor 
Scholarship will be awarded 
to a full-time student now in 
his or her junior year and will 
be worth $4,000 to be applied 
to the winner's senior year 
tuition. The Savage Scholar-
ships will be awarded to two 
full-time students presently . 
in _their sophomore or junior 
year and will be worth $2,500 
each. Application deadline is 
Feb. 28. For further informa-
tion, students should consult 
the main bulletin board in the 
lobby of Alter Hall, the Chair 
of their major department or 
the office of the Rev. Thomas 
P. Kennealy, S.J ., Alter 124. 
'Manresa-ites' needed 
Applications are now being 
accepted for next year's 
Manresa Student Director 
and CORE Leaders. Applica-
tions are due by Friday, Feb. 
9 at the Office for Student 
Development. Eight posi-
tions need to be filled (seven 
CORE Leaders and one 
Student Director) and this 
may be you opportunity to 
. make next yea.r the best year 
at Xavier for yourself and for 
the new students. There are 
. specific job requirements and 
pre-requisites for each 
position. Any questions, call 
Sally Watson, 745-3166. 
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